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Abstract 
The paper deals with fuzzy logic in the narrow sense of Lukasiewicz style, i.e. a spe- 
cial kind of many-valued logic which is aimed at modeling of vagueness phenomenon. 
This logic is a generalization of Lukasiewicz logic with many interesting properties (for 
example, generalization of the deduction and completeness theorems hold in it). Our 
aim is to prepare the background for the resolution in fuzzy logic. We prove an ana- 
logue of the classical Herbrand theorem as well as some other related theorems which 
are interesting also for the theory of approximate r asoning. The possible applications 
and consequences for the latter are also discussed. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
This paper  is a contr ibut ion to the program which is the development of  fuz- 
zy logic in the narrow sense of  Lukasiewicz style to obtain as many results gen- 
eralizing the classical logic as possible. Various results have already been 
obtained demonstrat ing many striking paral lels with the latter. Let us stress 
that this enables us to understand the logical calculus in greater depth, putt ing 
a different light also on classical ogic. 
Recall  that the general izat ion of  the classical completeness theorem holds in 
fuzzy logic which states, roughly speaking, that the provabi l i ty  and truth 
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degrees of a formula in a fuzzy theory (a theory given by the fuzzy set of axi- 
oms) are equal. In this paper, we step further. Our goal is to prove also gener- 
alization of the famous Herbrand theorem. The generalization of the Hilbert- 
Ackermann consistency theorem, on the basis of which the Herbrand theorem 
follows, has been proved in [1]. The reader has certainly noticed that we follow 
the way of explanation provided by Shoenfield [2]. Of course, we may think 
also about a different way of proving these theorems. In all cases, they provide 
important step to the development of the resolution in fuzzy logic which has 
successfully been proposed for propositional logic in [3]. 
2. Preliminaries 
We will recall only a few basic notions of fuzzy logic in the narrow sense. 
The reader may find the precise definitions and full proofs of theorems (if miss- 
ing) in the cited papers. 
The set of truth values forms a residuated lattice 
S /L, v, A, @,--+, 1,0), 
where L is either aJinite chain, or L = [0, 1], --+ is the Lukasiewicz implication 
and .~ is the Lukasiewicz product. We will use the operation of Lukasiewicz 
sum defined by 
a@b=~(~a@~b)  a, bCL .  
Furthermore, we introduce the following symbols: 
a" =a~) . . .@a, ,  
"5 
n- t imes 
na =a@..~a., 
"5 
n-tunes 
The language J of first-order fuzzy logic consists of variables, constants, n- 
ary functional and predicate symbols, binary predicate symbol = (equality 
sign), symbols for truth values a, binary connective ~ and general quantifier V. 
Terms and formulas are defined as usual with the exception that all symbols 
for truth values are atomic formulas. 
The common abbreviations of formulas -~A (negation), A V B (disjunction), 
A A B (conjunction), A & B (Lukasiewicz conjunction), A e* B (equivalence), 
(3x)A, A k are introduced (see [4-6]). Moreover, we will use also the abbreviat- 
ion A V B defined by 
A V B := ~(~A & ~B) 
and call it Lukasiewicz disjunction. 
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As explained in these works, syntax of fuzzy logic is evaluated by syntactic 
truth values. An evaluated (graded)formula is a couple 
[AI a], 
where A E Fj and a E L. The (syntactic) truth value a is the evaluation of the 
formula A in the syntax of fuzzy logic. 
A theory T in the language J of first-order fuzzy logic in the narrow sense 
(called a fuzzy theory) is a triple 
T = {AL,As, {rMp, rG}}, 
where AL,As C Fj are fuzzy sets of logical and special axioms respectively and 
rMp , r G are m~ny-valued inference rules of modus ponens and generalization. 
By J(T) we denote the language of fuzzy theory. A fuzzy predicate calculus 
is the fuzzy theory with As = 9. By Fj, we denote the set of all well formed for- 
mulas for the given language J of first-order fuzzy logic. 
I f  (c~em)A • a then the formula A is true in degree a in theory T and we write 
T~aA.  
I f  (C~7)A = a then A is a theorem in degree a of theory T and we write 
TkaA.  
We write T ~- A, T ~ A instead of T kl A, T ~l A, respectively and say thatA is 
a theorem of (true in) theory T. 
I fw  is a proof in theory T then we write Valr(w) for its value. I fA is a for- 
mula and w its proof then we will write WA to stress this fact. 
I f  T is a fuzzy theory and F C Fj(T; a fuzzy set of formulas then T' = T U F is 
a fuzzy theory whose special axioms are extended by formulas from F (as a un- 
ion of fuzzy sets). 
We say that a fuzzy theory T is contradictory (in the strong sense) iff there is 
a formula A and proofs WA and w~A such that 
Valr(WA) ® Valr(W~A) > 0. (1) 
The fuzzy theory T is consistent in the opposite case. 
The proof of the following theorem can be found in [5]. 
Theorem 1. A fuzzy theory T is" contradictory iff T k A holds" for every formula 
A C Fj(T). 
In [7] we have studied a weaker consistency condition (1) with A instead of 
®. Surprisingly, even this weaker condition leads in many cases to strong result 
of Theorem 1. 
In [1] we have introduced the equality predicate fulfilling the following (com- 
mon) logical axioms: 
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(El) x =x  
(E2) (Xl = y, )  :=)~ ' ' "  ~ (Xn = Yn) ~ ( f (X , , . .  ,Xn) =. f (Y l , . . .  ,Yn)) 
(E3) (Xl =Yl)  z:::~.., ~ (X n = Yn) z:~ (p(Xl,.. " ,Xn) = p(y l , . . .  ,Yn)) 
for every n-ary functional symbol f and predicate symbol p. However, the ax- 
ioms (E2) and (E3) seem to be too strong for various purposes. Therefore, we 
will replace them by the following weaker ones. 
(E2') There are ml , . . . ,  m,, such that 
(Xl ----yl) m' ~ ' ' "  ==k (X,, =Yn)  .... ~ ( f (x l , . . . ,X , , )  - - f (Y l ,  -.,Yn)) 
(EY) There are mn,.. . ,  m,, such that 
(xl = yl) m~ ~ . . .  ~ (x, = y,,)m,, ~ (p(Xl;.. ' ;Xn) __ p(y,,  . ,y,,)) 
Special kind of fuzzy equality is the sharp one defined by 
=,)_- { if ~(t) ~(s), 
otherwise, 
in every model ~. 
3. Some properties of fuzzy theories 
The following two theorems have been proved in [1]. 
Theorem 2 (Equality). Let  T ~-~ ti = si, i : 1 . . . .  , n. Then there are m l , . . . ,  m,  
such that 
T~-6A ~ A' b>~a~' ]@. . .~a~ '',
where A' is a Jbrmula which is a result o f  replacing o f  terms t~ by terms si in A, 
respectively. 
Theorem 3. (Equivalence). Let  A be a jb rmula  and BI,... ,Bn some o f  its 
subformulas. Let  T F-a i Bi ¢:~ B~, i -- 1, . . . ,n.  Then there are ml , . .  ,m,  such 
that 
TF-bA ¢e~ A' b >~a"t" ~ ' "~am",  
where A' is a fo rmula  which is a result o f  replacing o f  the formulas  B l , .  . . , B ,  in A 
by B',,..., B',. 
The quantifiers in fuzzy logic of Lukasiewicz style preserve all the properties 
of those in classical ogic, namely 
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I- (Vx)(A ~ B) ~=~ (A =~ (Vx)B), (2) 
b (Vx)(A =~ B) ~=~ ((3x)A =~ B), (3) 
I- (3x)(A ~ B) ¢~ (A ~ (3x)B), (4) 
b (3x)(A ~ B) ~ ((Vx)A =~B), (5) 
where x is not free in A in Eqs. (2) and (4) and in B in Eqs. (3) and (5). The 
formula (2) is a logical axiom, the others are provable in the degree 1. There- 
fore, we can introduce prenexform of a formula which has the same meaning as 
in classical ogic with the exception that there are more kinds of connectives 
(which, however, are derivable from =~). 
Recall that variant of A' is a formula in which each subformula (Vx)B is re- 
placed by the formula (Vy)Bx ~v] where y is not free in B. 
Lemma 1. Let A be a formula and A' its variant. Then 
kA  ~ A'. 
Proof. This easily follows from the substitution axiom, axiom (2) and 
equivalence theorem. [] 
Let Q(x) denote a quantifier and Q'(x) its opposite. The prenex operations 
are defined as follows. 
(a) Replace A by its variant. 
(b) Replace ~Q(x)A by Q~(x)-,A. 
(c) Replace Q(x)A V B by Q(x)(A v B) provided that x is not free in B. 
(d) Replace Q(x)A ~7 B by Q(x)(A x7 B) provided that x is not free in B. 
(e) Replace Q(x)A A B by Q(x) (A A B) provided that x is not free in B. 
(f) Replace Q(x)A & B by Q(x)(A & B) provided that x is not free in B. 
(g) Replace Q'(x)A ~ B by Q(x)(A ~ B) provided that x is not free in B. 
(h) Replace A ~ Q(x)B by Q(x)(A ~ B) provided that x is not free in A. 
The following theorem on prenex form can be proved using the equivalence 
theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let A be a formula and A ~ a formula obtained by some prenex 
operation. Then 
bA ~ A'. 
The following deduction theorem proved in [5] is the main tool for the proof 
of the following theorem on reduction for the consistency. 
Theorem 5 (Deduction). Let A be a closed formula and T' = T U { 1/A}. Then to 
every B there is n such that 
T ba A n ~ B iff T' ba B. 
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Theorem 6 (Reduction for the consistency). A theory T' = T U F is contradic- 
tory iff there are ml , . . . ,m, ,  and At , . . . ,A ,  C Supp(F) such that 
T k-,, ~A'; 'L V . . .  V ~A~'", 
• a mn where a, F(A,.), i=  1 . . ,n and c > ~(a'~" @. . .@ ,, )o rc  1 ~ the right- 
hand side is equal to 1. 
Corollary 1. A theory T' T U {~/~A } is" contradictory iff T ~ b mA for  some m 
and b > ma or b : 1 (f  ma : 1. 
We say that a formula A is a fi~zzy quasitautology in the degree a if 
~BI&. . .&Bk  ~ A, 
where B~ are closed instances of the equality axioms. Formally, we will write 
~QA. 
The following is a generalization of the Hilbert Ackermann consistency the- 
orem. 
Theorem 7 (Consistency). Open theory T is contradictor), (ff there are p l , . . .  ,p,, 
and special axioms A 1~ • . • , A,, o f  the theory T such that 
where A~ are instances o f  the special axioms and b > ~(a7 ~ ~. . .  ~ a~/, ") where 
ai - -As(Ai) ,  i = 1 , . . . ,n  (or b 1). 
4. Herbrand theorem in fuzzy logic 
Theorem 8. Let T be a .fuzz)' predicate calculus with equality, A be a closed 
existential formula 
A := (Sx)B 
and a >~ As(A). Then 
T ?t, mA iff ~Q p jB1V. .  . V p, B,, 
is a juzzy  quasitautology for  some m and p l , . . .  ,p, where b > ma (pos'sibly 
b=l ) ,  Bl . . . .  ,B,, are instances o f  the Jormulu B and d > (Pl +""  +p,,)a (or 
d=l ) .  
Proof. Note that 
~(Sx)B ~ (Vx)~B. 
By Corollary 1, 
T F-h mA iff T' = T U {~/ (Vx)~B} 
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is contradictory for some m and b > ma (we have also used the equivalence the- 
orem). By the closure theorem, this holds iff T' - T U { ~a/-~B} is contradictory. 
By Theorem 7 there is a quasitautology of instances of ~B 
~ ~(~B,) ~' V - . .  V ~(-~B,,)"', 
where d > -~((~a)]' ~ . . .  ~ (-~a) p') (or d = 1 if the right-hand side is equal to 
1). But this is equivalent 
p Bj v . . .  V p, B, 
and d > ~(p la  • . . .  O p,  a) = (Pl + "'" + p,)a.  [] 
Let us now introduce the special equality axiom 
(vx)(s c) r = s, 
where r and s are special constants for (Vx)B, (Vx)C, respectively. Analogous 
axiom is considered in classical ogic in the proof of the Herbrand theorem. 
We will denote by TH the Henkin extension of the theory T and 
T~ = TH U {1/  (Vx)(B 4=~ C) ~ r -- s l B, C E Fj } 
further extension of TH by special equality axioms. 
Let ~ ~ T be a model. We put 
• ~h(A) = ~H(A) for all the formulas which do not contain the equality r -- s 
for any special constants r, s. Note that ~',,H(A)= ~(A) for all formulas 
A E Fj(T). 
• ~H(r S) = ~H(B,-[r] 4=~ G[S]) where r is a special constant for (Vx)B and 
s is that for (Vx)C. 
Lemma 2. 
Proof. The lemma obviously holds for the axioms (El) and (E2'). 
We now verify (E3'). Let F (r = s) m ~ (px(r) ~ p~(s)) for some m and pred- 
icate p. Then we require 
%(Bx[4 ~ C~[4) m ~< ~h(Px(r)) ~ %(p~(s))  
to hold. However, we always can find appropriate m. 
Let us now verify the special equality axiom, i.e. that 
%((W)(B  ,~ C)) ~< ~h("  : s) : ~H(B~[,'] ~ C~[s]) 
which holds because 
(Vx)B (Vx)C, Sx[4 C E4 
are provable in the degree 1 (we have to use Henkin axioms and the tautology 
t- (Vx)(A =~ B) =~ (Vx)A =~ (Vx)B). [] 
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Theorem 9. The theory T(4 is a conservative extension of T. 
Proof. As proved in [8], Henkin theory Tn is a conservative extension of T. 
Furthermore, 
.~(A) ~< f/n (A) ~< J (A)  
holds for every A E ~<T/- By the assumption, to every model ~ ~ T there is a 
model ~H ~ Tn such that ~(A) = ~H(A) and ~(A) = ~' A H( ) by the construc- 
C: ! tion of ~H" Hence, using Lemma 2 we obtain 
A{~(A)  I _c_/' ~ T~} = A{~(A)  ] ~ ~ T}. 
The theorem then follows from the completeness. [] 
Lemma 3. 
F (A, ~ C) ~ ( . . . ( (A , ,~  C) ~ (A ,V . . .VA , ,~nC) . . . ) .  
Proof. The formulas 
~c & (A ~ C) ~ ~A, 
?~A&(~A~B)  ~ B 
k- ((A ~ C)&; (B~C)&(~A ~B)&(C~O))  ~ C 
are provable in the degree 1 where the latter is equivalent with 
F-(A ~ C) =# ( (B~C)  ~ (A 2 7B~2C) ) .  
From this, we get the proposition of lemma using induction. [] 
Lemma4. If?,~A ~ BthenF~ (qx)A ~ (3x)B. 
Proof. Immediately using the substitution axiom for the existential quantifier, 
rule of generalization and provable formula (3). [] 
The following is a generalization of the classical Herbrand theorem to fuzzy 
logic in narrow sense of Lukasiewicz style. Recall that the matrix of a formula 
A :-- (Vxl)... (Vx,,)B(xj,... ,x,) in the prenex form is the formula B(xl , . . .  ,x,). 
The Herbrand existential formula An is constructed from A by substitution of 
new functional symbols in the same way as in classical ogic. 
Theorem 10. Let T be a fuz-zv theoo, and A E Fj(T) a closed formula in prenex 
form and a - As(A). Then 
T Ft, mA (/.'/" ~ ~(J) Pith XT... XT p,,A~ I 
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is a fuzzy quasitautology for  some m and pl, • • • ,pn where b > ma (or b = 1), 
d > (Pl +" '  +p, )a  (or d=l )  where A~ I are instances o f  the matrix o f  the for- 
mula AH. 
Proof. We construct a fuzzy theory T~ being a Henkin extension of T extended 
further by special equality axioms. By Theorem 9, this is conservative. Then we 
prove that 
T ~-a A iff T[~ F-a AH. 
The implication from left to right is proved in a classical way using the sub- 
stitution axiom and Lemma 4. 
Analogously as in classical way, we also prove the opposite implication. We 
need the provable formulas a=a'  =~ r (a )=r (a ' )  and a=a '  =~ b=b'  
s(a, b) = s(a', b'), which follow immediately from the equality theorem. 
Finally, let T~ F-h mAH. Then using Theorem 8, there is a fuzzy quasitautology 
Q 
~d plBl V .  .. V pnBn. 
To finish, we realize exchanges of B~ in the same way as in the classical proof 
and use Lemma 3. [] 
This theorem is not as strong as in classical logic mainly due to the multipli- 
cation constant m which is not directly known. This appears after application 
of the deduction Theorem 5 in the proofs of Theorem 6 and its Corollary 1 (cf. 
[1]); only existence of some m is assured in the former. Further elaboration of 
this theorem, if possible, might be useful together with its generalization using, 
e.g., Mac Naughton functions. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we continue our program to develop fuzzy logic in the narrow 
sense in a direction to cover most of the (basic) results of classical ogic. We 
focus on fuzzy logic of Lukasiewicz style because, as is demonstrated in lot 
of places, it is the most developed formal theory of fuzzy logic in the narrow 
sense which seems to be the closest nontrivial generalization of classical ogic. 
Moreover, it also meets well the requirement to provide syntactical reasoning 
on truth values and thus, it fulfils the program of being a formal tool for mod- 
eling of the vagueness phenomenon. 
We dealt mainly with open fuzzy theories and proved fuzzy analogy of the 
famous Herbrand theorem. Further development should focus on consequenc- 
es and generalizations of this theorem with the goal to establish well formally 
founded resolution in fuzzy logic. To achieve this, we may start with the results 
of [3]. 
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